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1.a)  Find the value of k such that the rank of A is 2, where A= 
1 1 1 1

1 1 1

3 1 0 1

k

   b)  Solve the system of linear equations by matrix method. 

  x + y + z = 6, 2x + 3y – 2z = 2, 5x + y + 2z = 13   

2. Verify Cayley Hamilton theorem and find the inverse of the matrix            

3. Reduce the following quadratic form to canonical form. Find the matrix of the  

 transformation. 

   

4.a)      Find a real root of the equation 10log 1.2x x   = 0 using Regula Falsi method. 

b)  Find the interpolation polynomial for x = 2.4, 3.2, 4.0, 4.8, 5.6 and f(x) = 22, 17.8, 

14.2, 38.3, 51.7 using Newton’s forward interpolation formula. 

5.a)  Fit a parabola of the form 2y ax bx c  for the data

   b) Evaluate 

0

sin xdx   by dividing the range into 10 equal parts using 

i) Trapezoidal rule,   ii) Simpson’s 1/3 rd rule. 

6. Find y(0.8) using Adam’s Predictor corrector method by finding the previous 

values using  Euler’s modified method,  given that  2 , 0 1
dy

y x y
dx

.

7.a)  Obtain the Fourier series for the function f (x) = x Sin x in [0, 2 ]

   b)  Find the half range cosine series for f(x) = x (2 – x ) in 0 < x < 2. 

8.a)  Solve the  partial differential equation (x – y) p + (y – x – z) q = z.  

   b)   Find 
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b)  Find the interpolation 

   

4.a)      Find a real root of the equation 10log 1.210x xlog 1.2

b)  Find the interpolation polynomial for x = 2.4, 3.2, 4.0, 

14.2, 38.3, 51.7 using Newton’s forward interpolation formula. 

5.a)  Fit a parabola of the form 

z xy4

54

canonical form. Find the matrix of the  3. Reduce the following quadratic form to 3. Reduce the following quadratic form to canonical form. Find the matrix of the  

log 1.2

3. Reduce the following quadratic form to canonical form. Find the matrix of the  

   

log 1.2

yz2

5.a)  Fit a parabola of the form 

   

4.a)      Find a real root of the equation 10log 1.210log 1.210

b)  Find the interpolation polynomial for x = 2.4, 3.2, 4.0, 

14.2, 38.3, 51.7 using Newton’s forward interpolation formula. 

5.a)  Fit a parabola of the form 

z xy4

4

3. Reduce the following quadratic form to 

b)  Find the interpolation 

14.2, 38.3, 51.7 using Newton’s forward interpolation formula. 

5.a)  Fit a parabola of the form 

4.a)      Find a real root of the equation 

b)  Find the interpolation polynomial for x = 2.4, 3.2, 4.0, 

14.2, 38.3, 51.7 using Newton’s forward interpolation formula. 

log 1.2   =log 1.2

      

3. Reduce the following quadratic form to canonical form. Find the matrix of the  

 Simpson’s 1/3 rd rule.  Simpson’s 1/3 rd rule. i) Trapezoidal rule,   ii) Simpson’s 1/3 rd rule. i) Trapezoidal rule,   ii)i) Trapezoidal rule,   ii)i) Trapezoidal rule,   ii)

to 10 equal parts using to 10 equal parts using   by dividing the range in  by dividing the range in  by dividing the range in

0

   b) Evaluate 
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